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State Government performing arts checklists 2022. 
 

 
Over the course of the Covid-19 pandemic the State Government has prepared checklists 

to address the specific risks associated with live performances. While much of this was 

written before there was a vaccine available, these checklists provide relevant guidance to 

achieve best practice. We have recreated them in this document with some additional notes 

where relevant. Use them to help you think about your show and the risks presented by 

Covid-19. If you cannot do all these things it does not mean your show won’t happen. It just 

means we need to work out how to manage your show the best way possible. 

Everyone on campus must be double vaccinated (or medically exempt). While double-

vaccinated people are less likely to experience severe illness, they can pass the disease 

onto people with underlying health issues or who cannot be vaccinated. These people are 

at risk of extreme illness or worse.  

As well as trying to prevent illness and the spread of Covid-19, you should think about how 

you will manage a sick cast member before it happens. That way you will have a back-up 

plan and won’t be under pressure just before a show (or during a show!). If someone is sick 

with Covid like symptoms they must get a test and isolate until they get a negative result. 

Some useful tips to help you plan for a sick cast member or changes to the rules are: 

 rehearse a swing,  

 have understudies – this is also a great way to also encourage people’s creative 

development,  

 consider changes to blocking before a cast member needs to leave to get a Covid test, 

 Wear masks during rehearsals to stop the spread of other illness which might look like 

Covid. 

The checklists as they appear in the Government guidelines and other Arts Industry 

guidance are included on the next few pages. 
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Cast / performers, support crew and technicians 
 

 It is never ok to ask a team member to come to a performance or rehearsal if they feel 

unwell (see: https://www.unimelb.edu.au/coronavirus/attending-campus). 

 This applies to important dress and tech rehearsals and even opening night! Nothing is more 

important than everyone’s health.  

 Cast/performers should perform their own set checks and to dress themselves, where 

possible. 

 Performers should handle hand-held props out of a sanitised bag and return them to the 

same bag when finished, and clean after each use. 

 The stage/performers must be at least 1.5m from the audience. 

 Performers should maintain 1.5 metres distance from each other and from others.  

 Support crew and technicians should maintain at least 1.5 metres distance from each other. 

 Consider reduced numbers of performers/musicians and/or staggered arrival and departure. 




Musicians and singers 
 
Singing or playing wind instruments may involve the forceful exhalation of air which can allow fluids 

from the mouth and nose to be expelled into the air. This increases the risk of coronavirus (Covid-

19) transmission. It is vital that singers and musicians do not attend rehearsals or performances if 

they are unwell. When rehearsals and performances are conducted: 

 It is recommended that singers and musicians playing wind instruments maintain two metres 

distance from each other and from others in the band/ensemble/orchestra. 

 All other musicians should maintain a physical distance of 1.5 metres. 

 Consider the use of absorbent pads to manage droplets from instruments. 

 Consider the use of sneeze screens or mute shields between musicians. UHT have screens 

that can be used – talk to us about whether they’ll work for your show. 

 Adhere to requirements for rehearsals, performances and equipment sharing. 
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Rehearsals 


 Ensure rehearsal spaces are set up to facilitate physical distancing and avoid direct contact 

where possible. 

 Consider minimising attendances at on site rehearsals to essential personnel only and seek 

opportunities to rehearse separately or via digital means. 

 Where cast cannot adhere to physical distancing requirements, try to limit the duration of 

close contact and ensure good hygiene practices, such as handwashing. 

 Hand hygiene practices should be strictly followed and promoted throughout and between 

rehearsals. 

 Rehearsal and performance areas should be cleaned with increased frequency. 

 Minimise the length of rehearsals and performances where possible. 

 Ensure during any breaks appropriate separation is maintained. 

 Consider rehearsing in large, well-ventilated areas or even outdoors if practicable. 

 Consider reduced numbers of performers/musicians and/or staggered arrival and departure. 

 Adhere to physical distancing requirements during rehearsals where possible. 

 Limit direct person-to-person contact. 

 Note prev. page re rehearsal, illness and cast welfare  


Equipment 
 

 Consider colour code equipment (with tape/stickers) to identify when equipment has been 

used and needs to be cleaned before next use. 

 Consider providing additional time at the end of the day to ensure the cleaning and 

sanitisation of equipment used. 

 Sharing of microphones, equipment or instruments should be avoided, even between 

asymptomatic individuals. 

 Consider sneeze screens or mute shields between musicians and maintain physical 

distancing. 

 Prevent swapping of radio microphone belts and pouches between performers. 

 Clean radio microphone transmitters with disinfectant wipes. 

 Performers should apply and remove their own lapel microphones, where their use is 

unavoidable. 

 Consider requiring individuals to supply their own headphones. 

 Instrument players should avoid sharing music stands where possible (as it will make 

physical distancing difficult). 
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Hair and makeup 
 
Guidelines are available for the hair and beauty services industry, with sections that are relevant to 

hair and makeup in the creative sector. Please refer to these for more detailed guidance, in 

conjunction with the following: 

 Consider providing performers with the option to do their own hair and makeup (including 

touch-ups and removal), including through virtual tutorials with hair and makeup personnel. 

 Wash hands prior to beginning any work on a cast member or performer, during as needed, 

and immediately after. 

 Sanitise and bag hair and makeup kits (tagging kits as such). 

 Ensure makeup applicators and removal supplies are single use and disposed of. 

 Purchase separate makeup kits for each cast member. 

 Prevent makeup supplies from being handled by anyone outside of the makeup department. 

 Consider requiring wigs and hair extensions to be deep cleaned before being applied. 

Consider if wigs and hair extensions are even necessary of if there is another alternative.  

 Maintain at least 1.5 metres distance between hair and makeup stations. 

 Wipe down makeup chairs with disinfectant wipes between uses by different performers. 

 Place a hygiene station near the entrance of the makeup area. 

Costume 
 

 Consider providing additional time after casting to allow for online purchases, delivery and 

separate individual fittings. 

 Conduct costume fittings online where possible or with only one stylist/designer. 

 Clean and sanitise high-touch surfaces between fittings. 

 Ensure costume fitters and cast members wash hands before and after fitting or dressing 

cast. 

 Consider equipping each individual with their own supply of alcohol-based disinfectant and 

hand sanitiser. 

 Prevent costume pieces from being shared. 

 Consider colour coding costume pieces (with tape/stickers) to identify when a costume/piece 

has been used and needs to be cleaned before its next use. 

(Victorian State Government, 2021) 
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